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Abstract: Outdoor captured scenes are degraded by atmospheric particles and water droplets. Due to scattering and
absorption effects in the atmosphere, degraded images lose contrast and color fidelity. Performances of the computer
vision algorithms are bound to suffer from low-contrast scene radiance. In many single-image dehazing models, the
larger the deviation in estimation of the key parameters such as transmission map and atmospheric light, the higher
the halo artifacts and loss of fine details in the dehazed image. The available models assume that the scattering light
is independent of wavelength, as the size of the atmospheric particles is larger compared to the wavelength of light.
The model presented in this paper emphasizes the appropriate estimation of intensified transmission map from the
hazy images by exploiting the scattering coefficient in order to address the issues of haze concentrations. Experiments
conducted on thick and thin hazy images provide an optimal estimation of the model parameters, which can be applied
directly in real-time situations. The available models are observed to be inconsistent sometimes in the enhancement of
contrast, saturation and color information either together or independently. The proposed model addresses these issues
by extracting the haze-relevant features from the hazy images, such as hue disparity, contrast, and darkness, which yield
more vivid saturation results. Moreover, the proposed model addresses different haze densities in the scene without the
use of refinement filters.
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1. Introduction
Most applications of computer vision deal with visualizing and interpreting real-time scenes. The issues prior
to object detection are removal of background, spike points, and dead pixels. Outdoor/aerially captured images
are significantly degraded due to particles suspended in the air like dust, water droplets, and aerosols [1]. Images
captured at different climatic conditions exhibit poor visibility because of haziness [2–5], fog [6, 7], or blurriness
in an image and require extra efforts for meaningful results. The severity of the weather conditions can be
steady or dynamic depending on the size of the particles and their concentrations. The visibility range changes
with the quantity and density of particles such as haze, fog, rainfall, and dust suspended in the air [8, 9]. The
quantity and density of these particles are unpredictable as they vary with time and place. The higher the
∗Correspondence: vijaya.chintala@gmail.com
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density of the particles, the lower the visibility and the higher the attenuation. The presence of different sources
of interference in imaging makes its modeling very challenging.

Haze in the atmosphere will degrade the outdoor captured images due to atmospheric absorption and
scattering. Formation of haze is due to aerosol particles which produce a gray hue. The visual range of thin
haze is between 4 and 10 km and that of dense haze is between 2 and 4 km. Fog is mainly formed by water
droplets that produce a white hue. The visual range of thin fog varies from 1 to 2 km and that of dense fog
varies up to 50 m. The attenuation due to the concentration of these floating particles have to be addressed
effectively to improve the scene visibility.

The presence of environmental interferences makes the visibility of the image poor [10]. From low-level
image analysis to high-level object recognition, a clear image is essential. The visibility of the scene can be
improved by removing haze/fog as well as by correcting the color shifts caused by the air-light. Appearance
modeling is composed of identifying visual object features for better representation of a region of interest and
effective construction of mathematical models to detect objects [11, 12]. Degraded/low-visible images make
object detection a more challenging computer vision problem with numerous real-world applications including
human–computer interaction, autonomous vehicles, robotics, and surveillance and security systems [13–15]. In
security systems, detecting suspicious objects like aerial/balloon bombs, airdropping of weapons, small explosive
devices lying on the ground, and landmines, is a cumbersome task, when the scene radiance is degraded due to
the atmospheric conditions.

Scattering of light by turbid medium is complicated and depends on the size, type, and orientation of the
particles. This causes the outdoor images to have low contrast and color fidelity. The scattering phenomenon
due to suspended particles leads to highly complex visual effects. The degraded image is spatially variant as
the distance between the scene point and the camera depends on the amount of scattering. The scene intensity
decreases exponentially with path length and the air-light increases with path length. Thus, the brightness of
the scene point becomes apparent as the depth increases [16].

Scattering effects pose new challenges in the form of degradation on the computational aspects of image
analysis [17]. Therefore, there is a need to model a framework for enhancement of images which is insensitive to
environmental conditions. The key contribution of the proposed model is to conceptualize the essential features
from hazy images to train a linear regression model in order to estimate the appropriate scattering coefficient
for dehazing. The dehazing results obtained with the proposed work are far better compared to the available
models for satellite- or drone-captured images. In this context, a few model-based restoration algorithms found
from the literature are discussed as follows.

The model-based restoration algorithms are classified based on the number of input images needed for
restoration. In multiimage haze models, images captured at different degrees of polarization using a polarizer
[2, 4, 18] or a special imaging sensor [19, 20] were utilized for recovering the scenes’ radiance. The performance
of multiimage methods is better when compared to that of single-image methods, as they provide enough
information for restoring the images. Perhaps, the need of special equipment for scene capturing attracted the
researchers’ attention to single-image dehazing.

Recently, significant efforts have been focused on single-image dehazing that relies on constrained priors
and assumptions for scene recovery. Based on the characteristics and properties of hazy images, Tan et al.
[21] worked on maximizing the local contrast for restoration. However, the results are not physically valid as it
introduces blocking artifacts near the edges. The albedo or reflective power of the scene was estimated by Fattal
et al. [22], based on the assumption that the surface shading and transmission medium are locally uncorrelated.
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For instance, water albedo is about 10% of the incoming radiation whereas that of snow is 95%.
In a recent study, without considering any haze-related priors, the trainable systems were exploited in

[23, 24] for dehazing. An end-to-end trainable system was proposed by Cai et al. [23]. The CNN proposed by
Ren et al. [24] contains coarse-scale and fine-scale networks for predicting and refining the transmission map.
These systems learn the mapping between hazy and transmission images with no priors. An integrated-prior-
based deep-learning system was proposed in [25]. The proposed model is based on prior-based model and the
overview of the prior-based algorithms is presented in the next section.

2. Overview of prior-based algorithms

The atmospheric degradation model was first introduced by McCartney in 1976 [26] and was further developed
by Narasimhan [27, 28]. According to Narasimhan et al. [27, 28], the degradation due to atmospheric conditions
is modeled by the key components viz. air-light and attenuation. The illumination reflected due to the source
of light is defined as the air-light model. The light gets attenuated as it travels from the scene point and the
viewer and is defined as the degradation model. Mathematically, the degradation model is depicted as follows:

I(p) = J(p)t(p) +A(1− t(p)), (1)

where I(p) is low visible image due to atmospheric degradations, J(p) is the actual scene, t(p) is
transmission medium, p the pixel index, and A represents air-light. The light reflected by the scenes’ objects
is attenuated before it reaches the camera. The emitted radiance from the object obviously decreases with the
increase in the distance between the camera and the object [1, 16]. The first term in Equation 1 signifies that
the intensities of the actual scene J(p) gets attenuated with the distance and is given by

t(p) = e−βZ(p), (2)

where β represents the scattering coefficient and Z(p) represents the distance between the scene point
and the camera. The second term in Equation 1 indicates that the brightness of the image increases, as the
distance between the scene and the camera increases. The actual scene can be recovered arithmetically by

J ′(p) =
I(p)−A

t(p)
+A. (3)

Therefore, the ultimate goal of single-image dehazing is to estimate t and A with prior assumptions or
knowledge, which is not trivial. Most of the earlier algorithms focus on estimating the atmospheric light, A
[29], while several other studies focus on effectively estimating the transmission map, t [3, 30]. The popular
prior-based algorithms for single-image dehazing are dark channel prior (DCP) proposed by He et al. [3] and
color attenuation prior (CAP) proposed by Zhu et al. [30]. The inferences from these algorithms and their
advancements are discussed as follows.

2.1. Dark channel prior

In DCP [3], the dark pixels in the RGB color channel of the image are found to estimate the haze transmission.
The dark channel is basically the output of two minimum filters. To estimate the air-light component the
most haze opaque region is identified by picking the top 0.1% of the brightest pixels in the dark channel. This
approach is based on the assumption that at least one of the color channels in the image patches has pixels with
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low intensities. However, this assumption is not valid when the objects in the scene are similar to air-light such
as clouds, snow, white wall, and more of sky. The transmission map was estimated patch-wise, assuming that
it is constant across a patch. This leads to severe halo effects at the edges.

Given a clear image J(p), the hazy images are synthesized using the atmospheric scattering model
described in Equations 1 and 2. The atmospheric light is assumed to be pure white and hence set to [1,1,1]
(RGB values). The synthetic images generated for different haze density levels (thick, moderate, and thin) with
t = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 are shown in Figures 1b–1d, respectively, for the actual scene shown in Figure 1a. The
recovery results obtained evaluating the DCP algorithm for thick, moderate, and thin haze densities are shown
in Figure 1e. It greatly unveils the details of the images with shadows, colorful objects and dark surfaces or
objects. Perhaps it introduces color distortions, changes the cloudy regions in the scene to yellow.

Meng et al. [31] extended the work on dark channel by regularizing the transmission around boundaries
to mitigate its lack of resolution. The boundary constraint is combined with a weighted L1 norm regularization.
Overall, it mitigates the lack of resolution in the DCP transmission map compared to that in He et al. [3], and
the level of halo artifacts were reduced around sharp edges. However, these patch-wise strategies cannot deal
with dense haze.

2.2. Color attenuation prior

In the CAP algorithm [30], the scene depth, Z(p), of the hazy image was estimated by identifying color
attenuation in the captured scene. The parameters of the linear model were derived by supervised training of the
hazy images. The color attenuation of the objects in the scene was estimated by taking the difference between
the brightness and saturation channels of the scene radiance in the CAP algorithm. Often, the white objects in
the scene have high brightness and low saturation values, which makes the scene depth negligible. Estimating
the atmospheric light and the depth information are the principle properties of transmission estimation. At
moderate haze level the transmission error is less; however, the error is high at thin and thick haze density levels
[16]. Accordingly, the visibility of the scene decreases.

The recovery results using this algorithm for thick, moderate, and thin haze densities are displayed in
Figure 1f. The inferences from these results are: it performs well for moderate haze density levels; however, for
thin and thick haze density levels, the results tend to either undersaturate or oversaturate. Hence, the model
fails to address different haze density levels. Moreover, it also fails to recover nonhomogeneous hazy regions of
an image, which is obvious in satellite- or drone-captured images.

As the size of the atmospheric particles is larger compared to the wavelength of light, in a myriad of
restoration algorithms the scattering coefficient, β , is assumed to be constant [16, 30, 32]. This assumption
suits only when the atmospheric model is homogeneous. Perhaps, in a real scenario, it is nonhomogeneous and
considering the scattering coefficient to be constant or unity will not address different haze density levels.

The transmission medium is not only correlated with the scene depth, but also with the scattering
coefficient as depicted in Equation 2. However, in the CAP algorithm [30] β is set to 1 and only depth map was
considered to estimate the transmission map. To obtain an enhanced image, the properties of the medium have
to be estimated. The visibility codes for different haze density levels [33] are shown in Table 1. It is notable from
Table 1 that as the distance is increased, the scattering coefficient is decreased. In order to address different
haze density levels, the scattering coefficient needs to be estimated. This work focuses on determining the
scattering coefficient to address different haze density levels.
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Figure 1. a)Actual scene, (b–d)synthetic hazy images obtained by changing t in Equation (1), (e–f) recovery results
using the DCP and CAP algorithms.

2.3. Improved CAP models

In the advanced versions of CAP models [32, 34, 35], Gaussian [36, 37] and bilateral [38, 39] filters were used
to refine the transmission map in order to sharpen the edges. To preserve the textures and edges in the color
hazy images, cross-bilateral filter [40, 41], guided filter [42], and soft-matting [3] were employed [43–46]. Due to
the similarity of spatial structures in the natural images, these strategies require redundant computations and
transmission refining tools that lead to degrade the efficiency of haze removal. Although the abovementioned
priors have advantages, they might result in vulnerable images and visual inconsistency.
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Table 1. Visibility codes for haze density levels [33].

Haze level Haze density Metrological range (Z) Scattering coefficient (β)
0 Clear 20–50 km 0.196–0.078
1 Thin haze 10–20 km 0.391–0.196
2 Moderate haze 4–10 km 0.954–0.391
3 Thick haze 2–4 km 1.96–0.954

In recent studies, several improvements on CAP model were found in the literature to address the
limitations in CAP [47–50]. Zhang et al. [47] modeled the parameters of CAP nonlinearly and estimated
the heterogeneous atmospheric light by employing the mean-pooling operation. The distribution of depth
information was utilized to estimate the parameters through a supervised learning framework. However, it fails
to estimate the correct depth maps for white objects. To address this, the depth map was refined with minimum
and guided filters and then the filtered depth map was multiplied with a constant for further refinement. With
such refined depth maps, their demonstrations conclude that the range of scattering coefficient, β , was bounded
between [1.1, 2.0]. However, this interval of β cannot address images with different densities of haze as per the
visibility codes specified in Table 1 [33].

Dat Ngo et al. [48] presented an improved version of CAP. At the preprocessing stage, the guided image
filter used to refine the depth map in CAP [30] was replaced by a modified hybrid median filter. The atmospheric
light was estimated using a quad-decomposition algorithm. The luminance channel was considered to overcome
the unwanted influence of white objects. To avoid color distortion in the dark image regions after dehazing a
weight factor was set in their algorithm. In addition to this, adaptive tone remapping was utilized to expand
the dynamic range of the image at the postprocessing stage.

Kansal et al. [49] estimated the transmission map through subsampling mechanism and applying fast
gradient domain guided filtering on CAP’s depth map. To compensate the nonuniform illumination variations
in the CAP technique, Lambert’s law of illumination was proposed in [49]. In order to minimize the redundant
computations, down-sampling is performed to preserve the local minimums in the resultant depth map. However,
down-sampling may lead to loss of actual information (some times critical when we use satellite imagery).

Ju et al. [50] proposed the gamma correction prior (GCP) approach to overcome the limitations in gamma
correction strategy [51]. The inverse image considered in [51] increases the contrast of the hazy image and thus
poses serious drawbacks. To address the latent issues in the structure of the hazy images, the virtual image
was considered in [50] to estimate the depth ratio information, and global optimization function was used for
recovery. In this context, several factors were initialized manually in order to reduce the processing time needed
for restoration. The correction factor (used to find the virtual image) was fixed to 0.5, although different values
of this factor leads to different scattering coefficients. Moreover, down-sampling of the images is performed to
estimate the stabilized scattering coefficient with minimal computations.

Although several remarkable improvements on CAP models were available in recent studies, the perfor-
mance is still contingent. The existing strategies still suffer from adverse visual effects in the scene depth when
the outdoor images are captured at different weather conditions and times of the day. This prompted us to
design the haze-level prior model by estimating haze-relevant features from the hazy images to address different
haze densities.
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3. Haze-level prior model

The scattering coefficient, β , determines the intensity of dehazing [16]. Choosing a small value of β underesti-
mates the transmission map and the objects in the scene still remains hazy in the distant regions. Large value
of β overestimates the transmission and affects the fine details of the image [30]. Therefore, estimating the
scattering coefficient is a daunting task which is addressed in the proposed model.

Evaluations are conducted on synthesized hazy images obtained from clear outdoor images having more
of sky, water, snow, clouds, etc., captured during day and night. The synthetic images of different haze density
levels (thick, moderate, and thin) are generated for clear images with t = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8, respectively. Sample
mean square error (MSE) results obtained for different images using CAP algorithm [30] for different values of
β are presented in Figure 2, for all three haze levels.

From the plots shown in Figure 2, it is notable that for thick hazy images the mean square error is
minimum at β = 1.75, for moderate hazy images it is minimum at β = 1, whereas for thin hazy images it is
minimum for β ≤ 0.5. This clearly indicates that the concentrations of haze can be addressed by finding an
appropriate value for β .

Figure 2. Mean Square errors obtained by synthesizing the corresponding outdoor images captured at different weather
conditions and times of the day (along x-axis β is ranging from 0 to 3).

A few ideas from various earlier studies have been borrowed deliberately in the current work to adequately
calculate the scattering coefficient. One such feature is hue disparity (HD) proposed in [52]. The authors in
[52] proposed a semiinverse image and found its hue disparity with the original image. The semiinverse image,
Isi(p) , is the maximum of Ic(p) and (1− Ic(p)) where c denotes the color channel. The difference between the
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hue channels of original and semiinverse images is the hue disparity that can be used to estimate the haze level.
The ‘semiinverse’ and ‘hue disparity’ results obtained for haze-free and hazy images are shown in Figures 3 and
4, respectively.

Figure 3. Semiinverse and hue disparity results for a haze-free image.

The semiinverse of a haze-free image differs from the original image (refer Figure 3), whereas that of a
hazy image is similar to the original low-visible image (refer Figure 4). The hue disparity of haze-free and hazy
images are different as barefaced from Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Hence, this feature helps to adequately
differentiate the images captured at different haze density levels.

The pixels affected by haze will have high brightness and low saturation. Keeping this in view, the other
two useful features considered in the current work are ‘contrast’ and ‘darkness’ of the given image to estimate
the haze degree reliably and rapidly. Contrast is the difference between the bright, bI(p) , and dark, dI(p) ,
channels of the image, defined as follows.

bI(p) = max
{c∈{r,g,b}}

Ic(p), (4)

dI(p) = min
{c∈{r,g,b}}

Ic(p). (5)

In the current work the atmospheric light, A, and the scene depth, Z(p), are computed using the
algorithms developed in CAP [30]. The top 0.1% brightest pixels in Z(p) were used to estimate A. The sample
results of contrast (C), A − dI , A −HD for thin and thick hazy images are presented in Figure 5. For most
of the thin hazy images, the average value of C is greater than 30 whereas that of A − dI and A − HD are
greater than 80. For most of the thick hazy images, the average values of C and A−HD are less than 15 and
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Figure 4. Semiinverse and hue disparity results for a hazy image.

that of A− dI is less than 50. The higher the values of C, A− dI , and A−HD , the lower the value of β , and
vice versa.

In order to estimate the haze level, the scattering coefficient, β , is formulated as depicted in Equation
6. Since β represents attenuation coefficient of the atmosphere, even atmospheric light, A, is also considered to
significantly address the scenes having brighter air-light.

β =
1

a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3
, (6)

where

x1 =
C

A
;x2 =

A− dI

A
;x3 =

A−HD

A
. (7)

As 1/β is a linear function of x1 , x2 , x3 variables, the relationship between these independent variables
and the scattering coefficient is modeled with multiple linear regression, given 400 synthetic hazy images obtained
with different t values. Based on the value of t used to generate the synthetic hazy image, its corresponding
scattering coefficient from Table 1 is used to train the regression model to estimate its parameters. The
experience constants a1 , a2 , and a3 are statistically computed by multiple linear regression analysis on the

synthetic data set ⟨ 1

βi
, xi1 , xi2 , xi3 ⟩ for i = 1 to 400. The recommended values from the model a1 = 4, a2

= 3, and a3 = –1 are used in the current work. More insights regarding the proposed model are described in
Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5. Thin haze sample images with larger C , A− dI , A−HD and thick haze samples with smaller ones.

4. Results and discussions

Evaluations are conducted on 400 outdoor clear images collected from popular photo websites (e.g., Flickr,
Google Images, and Picasaweb). Images captured at different atmospheric conditions and time of the day are
considered for testing. In order to check the effectiveness of the haze-level prior model, synthetic hazy images
are generated by varying t from 0.1 to 0.9 in Equation 1. Therefore, a total of 3600 (400× 9) images are used
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Algorithm 1 Haze-level prior model
Input: Actual scene J(p) , Natural Hazy image I ′(p)
Output: Recovered Image J ′(p)
Do the Job:
1. Generate synthetic hazy images I(p) by varying t over the interval [0.1 0.9] in Equation 1
2. Estimate Depth map (Z(p)) and atmospheric light (A) of hazy images I(p) using CAP [30].
3. Extract the following features from hazy image:
a. Find Semiinverse image, Isi(p) = max[Ic(p) , (1-Ic(p))];
Compute Hue Disparity, HD = IH(p) - IHsi (p) , where H is the Hue channel of the image.
b. Find Contrast from bright and dark channels of the hazy image.
Contrast = bI(p) - dI(p)
4. Train a linear regression model with the scattering coefficients described in Table 1 and the independent
variables obtained from hazy images x1 , x2 , and x3 (refer to Equation 7) to estimate the parameters a1 , a2 ,
and a3 .
5. Given a natural hazy image I ′(p) , Compute the Depth map and atmospheric light using CAP [30] and also
compute the features described in step 3.
6. Estimate β using Equation 6, with the parameters estimated from step 4.
7. Estimate the transmission map, t(p) using Equation 2.
8. Recover the dehazed image, J ′(p) using Equation 3.

in the evaluations (these images are different from the synthetic images used for training the multiple linear
regression model).

The sample results obtained for synthetic thick (t = 0.2) and thin (t = 0.8) hazy images are compared
with those of the proposed model in Figures 6 and 7. The actual scene and its zoom-in details of drone and
satellite captured images are shown in Figures 6a–6b and 7a–7b, respectively. The synthetically generated hazy
images are shown in Figures 6c and 7c. In order to improve the scene structure, the discontinuities in the depth
information, i.e. the relative depth is measured in the proposed model by estimating the scattering coefficient.
Hence, estimating the intensified transmission map from the hazy image leads to proper recovery. It is evident
from the zoom-in details of the original image and the results (refer Figures 6 and 7) that different haze densities
can be addressed by estimating the value of β unlike the CAP model (where β is set to 1).

Statistically, the performance of the proposed model is compared with those of the existing models in
Table 2. The average MSE and SSIM results obtained for the synthetic hazy images are presented in Table
2. It is obvious from these results that the performance of the CAP and the proposed model are similar for
moderate hazy images (i.e. for t = 0.5). This is because the scattering coefficient, β , is ‘1’ for moderate haze
level. For other haze-levels, the performance of the proposed model is far better compared to that of the CAP
model, as it estimates the haze-level prior to recovery. Statistically, the performance of the model developed in
[48] exhibits its efficacy for moderate hazy images while the proposed model has proven its impact on thin and
dense haze levels. The visual and the statistical performances of the proposed model are far better compared
to those presented in [47].

The DCP algorithm introduces color shift, as the transmission medium is assumed to be constant in
RGB color channels. Due to this, it turns the sky regions in the scene to yellow and cannot handle all types
of weather conditions. The shortcomings of the DCP algorithm is that it cannot handle too bright objects and
sunlight-influenced scenes and this is evident from the results shown in Figures 6d and 7d. In contrast, the
proposed approach reduces the negative impact of bright objects or sky areas on the whole image.
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Figure 6. (a,b) Drone-captured scene and its zoom-in details, (c) synthetic hazy images, (d–h)recovery results for the synthetic hazy images shown in c,
(d) DCP [3], (e) CAP [30], (f) nonlinear CAP [47], (g) improved CAP [48], (h) the proposed model, (i,j) zoom-in details of improved CAP, (k,l) zoom-in
details of the proposed model.
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Figure 7. (a,b) Satellite captured scene and its zoom-in details, (c) synthetic hazy images, (d–h) recovery results for the synthetic hazy images shown in
c, (d) DCP [3], e)CAP [30], (f) nonlinear CAP [47], (g) improved CAP [48], (h) the proposed model, (i,j) zoom-in details of improved CAP, (k,l) zoom-in
details of the proposed model.
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CAP suffers from color distortion and loses the fine details in the scene (whether sky or nonsky regions)
as depicted in Figures 6e and 7e. However, DCP performs well for nonsky regions in the scene, but it tends to
darken the image while removing too much of haze. This is because in nonsky patches at least one of the color
channels has pixels with low intensities, which makes room for dark channel. In contrast to this, estimating
the haze-level prior preserves the detailed edges and realistic colors for both sky and nonsky regions of the
scene. To make sure that the system preserves sharp edges and avoids halo artifacts while dehazing, intensified
transmission maps are estimated in the current work.

Table 2. Comparison of the average results obtained for synthetic hazy images.

Synthetic hazy
image with t =

CAP [30] Nonlinear CAP [47] Improved CAP [48] Haze-level prior model
MSE SSIM MSE SSIM MSE SSIM MSE SSIM β

0.1 0.18 0.9785 0.2527 0.9707 0.0123 0.9991 0.0034 0.9999 2.35
0.2 0.084 0.99 0.1811 0.979 0.0079 0.9993 0.0036 0.9997 1.7
0.3 0.0337 0.9961 0.1274 0.9853 0.0058 0.9996 0.0041 0.9995 1.4
0.4 0.0115 0.9987 0.0867 0.9902 0.0047 0.9996 0.0053 0.9993 1.15
0.5 0.0057 0.99 0.0582 0.9935 0.0045 0.9995 0.0056 0.9991 1.05
0.6 0.0085 0.9983 0.0379 0.9958 0.0048 0.9994 0.005 0.9992 0.9
0.7 0.015 0.9966 0.0263 0.9968 0.0048 0.9993 0.0046 0.9994 0.75
0.8 0.0213 0.9948 0.0227 0.9966 0.0051 0.9992 0.0044 0.9995 0.35
0.9 0.0259 0.9931 0.0262 0.9966 0.0054 0.9991 0.0005 0.9997 0.05

The refined depth maps obtained in [47] limit the range of scattering coefficient over [1.1, 2.0]. However,
this interval of β cannot address different haze concentrations according to the data specified in Table 1 [33].
From Figures 6f and 7f, it is also evident that the true colors of the image are not restored in case of dense
hazy images. However, their visual and statistical performances of thin hazy images are closer with those of the
proposed model.

Drone- and satellite-captured images are the point of interest for the present model and at the same time
haze-level dependency of distance is another point of interest. Object and color information are crucial while
analyzing images under haze distortions. Even though the difference in modeling is crucial, the evaluations
also provide some amount of perception during subjective assessment. Keeping in view of the limitations, a
brief comparison is provided. The dehazing results obtained with the improved CAP model [48] are shown in
Figures 6g and 7g. The zoom-in details of these results are shown in Figures 6i, 6j, 7i, and 7j. The weight factor
estimated in [48] to address color distortions has almost similar performance with reference to the proposed
work. Although the performances of the improved CAP model [48] and the proposed model are statistically
closer; visually, the jagged edges in satellite- or drone-captured images are more enhanced with the proposed
work and the dehazing results obtained are displayed in Figures 6h and 7h with their zoomed versions in Figures
6k, 6l, 7k, and 7l. From the zoom-in detailed results of a drone-captured image shown in Figure 6k, it is evident
that the thick hazy image is better addressed by the proposed model when compared to the other results. The
performance of the improved CAP model is closer to the ground truth image.

To discuss the significance of the zoom-in details of satellite image with the improved CAP model (refer
to Figure 7j), the edge details seem to be prominent when compared to the results obtained with the proposed
model. However, the color distortions are quite visible at the center of the image when compared to its ground
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truth. However, the hue disparity feature considered in the proposed model separates the intensity information
from the principal color information which enhances the original colors of the scene without any loss or change
of colors.

The estimated transmission maps obtained for the synthetic hazy images shown in Figures 6c and 7c
are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. For the synthetic hazy images shown in Figures 8a and 9a, the
transmission maps obtained using CAP [30], nonlinear CAP [47], improved CAP [48], and the proposed model
are depicted in Figures 8b–8e and 9b–9e, respectively.

a b c d e

Figure 8. a) Synthetic hazy images shown in Figure 6c, (b–e) Estimated transmission maps, (b) CAP [30], (c) Nonlinear
CAP [47], (d) improved CAP [48], (e) intensified transmission maps with the proposed model.

a b c d e

Figure 9. a)Synthetic hazy images shown in Figure 7c, (b–e) estimated transmission maps, (b) CAP [30], (c) nonlinear
CAP [47], (d) improved CAP [48], (e) intensified transmission maps with the proposed model.
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The recovery results obtained for real outdoor hazy images are compared with the existing models and
are shown in Figure 10. For the real hazy images shown in Figure 10a, the dehazing results obtained using
DCP [3], CAP [30], nonlinear CAP [47], improved CAP [48], and the proposed model are shown in Figures
10b–10f. The corresponding transmission maps obtained for real outdoor hazy images, shown in Figure 10a,
using DCP [3], CAP [30], nonlinear CAP [47], improved CAP [48], and the proposed model are depicted in
Figures 11a–11e. As all the priors do not hold true in all circumstances, even the proposed prior has a pitfall.
The limitation observed with the proposed model is that it tends to amplify the halo effects of the images having
rain reflections of headlights of a vehicle.

The idea of the GCP model [50] is to mine the depth structure information from virtual hazy image
obtained by fixing the gamma correction factor. At the same time, estimation of scattering coefficient is carried
out on down-sampled images. The GCP [50] and improved CAP [49] models attempted to down-sample the
images, resulting in possible loss of information with respect to satellite images.

The proposed model attempted to retain the entire information pertaining to the original image without
any kind of down-sampling. This fundamental difference between the models will make a huge difference in the
application areas which will conceptually alter the expected outcome as well as concrete details of the scene
or objects in a real scenario. The visualization of image structures and contrast in heavy-haze regions can be
improved with the proposed model, while restoring the faithful colors. It also augments the structures such as
jagged edges, corners, and exhibit its efficacy in recovering satellite- and drone-captured images.

5. Conclusion
Numerous applications of computer vision deal with visualization and interpretation of real-time scenes which
often get degraded due to atmospheric interference. Aerially captured images are significantly degraded due
to suspended atmospheric particles. The quantity and density of these particles are unpredictable as they
keep varying with time and space. A clear image is highly essential in image analysis and object recognition
phases. Inaccurate estimation of a transmission map introduces severe distortions. In order to estimate the
transmission medium accurately, an appropriate or closely accurate estimate of relative scene depth is expected.
The scattering coefficient, which determines the intensity of dehazing, is exploited in the current work by
estimating the intensified transmission map from dehazed images. The proposed haze-level prior model has
performed well for dense haze levels. The negative impact due to bright objects or sky areas on the whole image
is also reduced. In the future, this model can be extended to address nonhomogeneous hazy scenes by estimating
the scattering coefficient patch-wise from a hazy image. The air-light is assumed to be pure-white, which may
not address the color offset of haze particles and light sources. Due to this, the limitation observed with the
proposed model is that it tends to amplify the halo effects of the images having rain reflections of headlights of
a vehicle. As part of future work, we intend to extend our work to address this issue by considering different
values of air-light.
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a b c d e f

Figure 10. a) Natural outdoor hazy scenes, (b–f) recovery results obtained using (b) DCP [3], (c) CAP [30], (d)
nonlinear CAP [47], (e) improved CAP [48], and (f) the proposed model.
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a b c d e

Figure 11. Estimated transmission maps for natural outdoor scenes shown in Figure 10 (a) DCP [3], (b) CAP [30], (c)
nonlinear CAP [47], (d) improved CAP [48], and (e) the proposed model.
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